Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world.

From January 2016 we are now back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and #TLINnews).

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.

**Weekly Headlines**

Doctors beat algorithms on diagnosis - study - via digitalhealth2

Would you do your banking with a tech startup? - via guardian

IBM AI system Watson to diagnose rare diseases in Germany - via BBCNews

How virtual reality is changing the game in healthcare - via guardian

Theresa May must wake up to the crisis facing the NHS - Kailash Chand - via guardian

Hunt says IT spend protected in financial crisis - via digitalhealth2

Seven-day working for GPs costs more and doesn’t get results - Zara Aziz - via guardian

NHS head disputes Theresa May claims over health funding - via guardian

'Dangerous and unsafe' care driving midwives out of NHS - via guardian

Without the older generation, there would be no society - Stewart Dakers - via guardian

Every 1% saved from chaotic NHS procurement could save £220m - Colin Cram - via guardian

Hospital deficits could force NHS to divert money meant for improving care - via guardian

From Australia: Carers get a helping hand from NAO Robots - EPCII initiative - via GovNewsAU
New Click Guide to Dementia: sharing resources from the digital world - via shirleyayres

Ambulance patients face long A&E delays - via BBCNews

New care models - Emerging innovations in governance and organisational form - via TheKingsFund

First digital health providers inspected by CQC - via HSJnews (£ subs)

Could Brexit prove terminal for the NHS? - via guardian

The Observer view on care for older people - via guardian

NHS saves £600m in crackdown on agency fees - via guardian

Leaving the EU mustn’t mean crashing the digital economy - via guardian

Pharmacy funding cuts 'could force closures - via BBCNews

Mental health budgets 'still being cut despite pledge - via BBCNews

No extra money for NHS, Theresa May tells health chief - via guardian

Study shows seniors at risk for diabetes/CHD lose weight, reduce healthcare costs - via MobiHealthNews

State of Care 2015-16’ - annual report from CQC - via Carequalitycomm
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